
 

 

INFORMATION REGARDING CONDUCT OF SKILL (TYPING & SHORTHAND) TESTS 

CONDUCTED BY HP STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION ALONGWITH THEIR EVALUATION 

SCHEME. 

  

The HP Staff Selection Commission conducts the skill (typing and shorthand) tests in 

accordance with the mode of selection advertised for such post codes requiring skill tests in 

the concerned advertisements. The skill tests are of qualifying nature after the Govt. of HP 

Department of Personnel has issued notification No. Per(AP.B)B(15)-5/2014 dated 

17.04.2017. Typing tests are conducted on computer in the computer lab of the Commission.   

 The sample copies of typing skill tests (English-Typing Speed @30WPM and Hindi – 

Typing Speed @25WPM) and shorthand tests (English-Dictation Speed @80WPM and Hindi –

Dictation Speed @70WPM) alongwith instructions to be followed during conduct of 

examinations for information of all concerned are as under: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SAMPLE PAPER 

TIME: 10 Minutes   TYPE TEST   

 Speed: 30 W.P.M. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Before starting to type the paragraph, candidate shall enter his/her roll number in the relevant column appearing on  the computer 

screen and ensure that all the information appearing on the computer screen is correct in his/her case. 
2. Start typing the following paragraph only on the direction of the Centre Supdt. and stop typing when the time is over.  
3. Do not type strokes given in the right-hand margin. 
4. Repeat the passage, if time permits. 
5. After the completion of the typing test, a computer generated copy will be printed of the text typed by the candidate and every 

candidate is required to sign his/her typed sheet in the presence of Centre Superintendent/invigilator and hand-over the same to 
the Invigilator/Centre Superintendent. 

6. The candidates are directed that while typing the paragraph don’t use/press irrelevant keys on the key board. No additional 
time/chance will be given if the instructions are not followed. 

               Strokes 

Integrating a gender perspective additionally into the discussion of tourism is critical as this 

industry is a major employer of women who make up 46% of its workforce. The sexual 

division of labour operates at all aspects of tourism and travel related industries. Like all 

other forms of employment in some Southern countries men are predominantly employed 

in the formal sector of tourism. Indian women share 2.98% while Sri Lankan women occupy 

14.9% share of those employed. In the Caribbean and Latin America the percentage is 35%. 

Women, perceived as cheaper labour than men, are segregated due to gender 

stereotyping and sex segregation into different occupation. Even in mainstream tourism 

they predominate in menial, semi-skilled, domestic and service type occupations. In the 

food sector women employed as restaurant helpers, cooks and waitresses occupy the 

bottom of the hierarchy. In the travel sector, women normally hold seasonal, part-time or 

minimum wage jobs and dominate as small travel agents. It offers various opportunities for 

independent income generating activities. It simultaneously affects women’s lives in 

destination communities. Success stories can be sourced and tried in a different milieu. 

The issue of tourism, tourism development and gender equality is multidimensional. Apart 

from sex tourism it encompasses the persistent issue of women shouldering an unequal 

burden of unpaid reproductive work. Despite the pervasive reliance of the hospitality 

sector on women’s labour ironically their work remains invisible and they continue to 

suffer gender discrimination due to poor access to socio-economic resources.  
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SAMPLE PAPER 

JUNIOR SCALE STENOGRPHER 

SHORTHAND DICTATION (ENGLISH) 

Time for Dictation : 5 Minutes 

Time for Reading : 5 Minutes 

Time for Transcription: 40 Minutes 

Dictation Speed @ 80 WPM 

The second aspect of the fiscal policy relates to the issue of improving fiscal transparency, 

which was addressed in the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act 2003 and 

needs to be taken forward as the central government works on the road map. Recalling the 

experience, it could be argued that specification of statutory fiscal consolidation rules and 

targets has a salutary effect on macroeconomic management, with the Finance Minister 

becoming obliged to do his best to adhere to the said targets. In the absence of such 

exogenously specified targets, as was the case while preparing the budget proposals in the 

post-financial crisis years, the resolve may have been just that bit relaxed, with a preference 

to err on the side of caution. Similarly, monetary policy cannot be confined to controlling 

inflation through adjustments in policy interest rates. Though an active credit policy that 

guides the availability and cost of credit, it could help in supporting both short- and longer-

term growth and developmental goals. An orthodox prescription of fiscal consolidation, 

along with tight monetary policy, could well be dislocative, with significant social costs, 

ultimately creating resistance to future policy adjustments. Secondly, India needs to be 

cautious in liberalising its capital account and retaining the option of introducing capital 

account controls. Uncertain recovery in advance economies, coupled with their likely 

persistence with loose monetary policy in the near-to medium-term, and the prospects of 

better returns for the capital in emerging significant and even volatile, which would, 

therefore, need to be addressed. Capital flows are essentially pro-cyclical, and there is 

evidence to suggest that they are among the major determinants of business cycles in 

emerging economies. These are essentially driven by portfolio-balancing decisions in the 

advanced economies, which is largely unrelated to the demand//. for capital in the former, 

further, such cyclical swing in capital flows have a strong effect on the macroeconomic 

variables including exchange rate, interest rates, inflation, domestic credit, and asset prices.  

TOTAL WORDS: 431 

 

 

 



SAMPLE PAPER 

JR. SCALE STENOGRAPHER 

SHORTHAND DICTATION (HINDI) 

Time for Dictation : 5 Minutes 

Time for Reading : 5 Minutes 

Time for Transcription: 35 Minutes 

Dictation Speed @ 70 WPM 
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  SAMPLE OF CALL LETTER OF SKILL TESTS(TYPING & SHORTHAND TESTS) 

No: HPSSSB-B (2)-45/19-      Sr. No.-   

  HP Staff Selection Commission Hamirpur. 

From 

 

  The Secretary, 

  HP Staff Selection Commission Hamirpur. 

To 

  «CName» S/O, D/O Sh. «FName» 

  «Address» 

  «Distt_» «State» «Pin»  

  Dated:-Hamirpur                          December,2020 

 

                        ApplicationNumber «Appid»            Roll No. «Roll_No»  

 

Subject: Recruitment to the post of  ----------------- (Post Code----------)- Typing and short hand skill test 

thereof. 

Memo. 

  With reference to your application for the post of  -----------------   (Post Code-----------), you 

are required to appear for the Typing skill test in Hindi and English Languages  and short hand skill test 

either in English or in Hindi Language on                   

«date_of_int» at 9 AM in the Computer lab of HP Staff Selection Commission,Hamirpur. 

  You are requested to bring the enclosed admit card duly filled in on the day of test. The Typing 

skill Test will be taken on computer and the minimum required speed for the test is given below:- 
Typing : English Language :     40 WPM           Hindi Language   :   30 WPM 

Shorthand: English Language   :   80 WPM           Hindi Language   :   70 WPM 

            
Note:-   1. The Hindi Font “Kruti Dev-10” will be provided for the Hindi typing. 

  2. Use of own USB based “Key Board” will be allowed to desirious candidate(s) at their own risk. 

Instructions to the candidates related to COVID-19 
1. The candidates shall have to undergo thermal scanning at the entry of the premises of the HPSSC. 

2. The candidates shall have to disclose his/her status of Health of suffering   from fever, cough and cold etc. before entering 

the gate. 

3. Wearing of face cover/mask shall be mandatory for the candidate. 

4. The candidate shall ensure proper social distancing of atleast  2 meter  while waiting for the examination and during  

entry/exit from the examination centre.  
5. The candidate shall maintain personal hygiene, cover his/her nose/mouth while sneezing/coughing with handkerchief or 

tissue or flex elbow and resort to frequent hand washing with the soap. 

6. The candidates are required to download Aarogya  Setu app in his/her mobile number and ensure updation  of his/her 

health status on this app. 

7. The candidates shall sanitize their hands before and after signing the attendance sheet during the conduct of examinations. 

8. The candidate shall not spread/believe in rumours or create panic. 

9. He/She is advised to go through all the instructions to contain the spread of COVID-19 issued by the Govt. /local 

authorities from time to time and standard operating procedure for the conduct of HP Staff Selection Commission 

examinations uploaded on official website of the Commission and  the same may be adhered to strictly failing which he/she  

shall be personally liable for consequential actions as per rules. 
          Secretary, 

          HP Staff Selection Commission, 

          Hamirpur. 



SAMPLE OF ADMIT CARD OF SKILL TESTS (TYPING & SHORTHAND TESTS) 
 

Admit Card for typing and short hand skill test on computer to be conducted by H.P. Staff Selection 

Commission, Hamirpur for the Post of ---------------------- (Post Code------------------) 

 

1. Roll Number_________________________         

2. Name of Post________________________ 

3. Name of the Candidate________________ 

4. Father Name_________________________ 

5. Name of Examination : 

(I) Typing  skill  test  in  English  and Hindi. 

(II) Short hand skill test …………. Language 

6. Name of Centre:-  H.P. Staff Selection Commission Hamirpur. 

7. Permanent Address of the Candidate __________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

      Mobile No._________________ 

To be filled in Examination Hall 

Signature of 

Candidate 

________________ 

Signature of 

Invigilator 

________________ 

Signature of  

Centre Supdt. 

_____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paste your 

recent passport 

size self 

attested 

photograph 

here 



SAMPLE OF CALL LETTER OF TYPING SKILL TEST 
 

No: HPSSC-C (2)-     Sr. No. 

  HP Staff Selection Commission Hamirpur. 

From 

 

  The Secretary,  

  HP Staff Selection Commission Hamirpur. 

To 

 Name  Father Name  Address Distt  State Pin Code- 

                                                                                                                       Dated:-Hamirpur                                               

10-06-2021 

 

                            Application Number -                                  Roll No. – 

 

Subject: Recruitment to the post of Clerk (Post Code------------) - Typing skill test thereof. 

 

Memo. 

  Consequent upon qualifying the written screening test for the post of Clerk (Post Code------------), you are 

required to appear for the Typing skill test in English or Hindi Language on Dated- ----------------at 9:30 AM in the Computer lab 

of HP Staff Selection Commission, Hamirpur. 

 
  You are required to bring the admit card given below duly filled on the day of test alongwith downloaded 

copy of online recruitment application form. The Typing skill Test will be taken on computer and the minimum required speed 

for typing skill test is given below:- 

 

English Typewriting:       30 WPM                   
  OR  

Hindi Typewriting:            25 WPM                                                
    

Note:-  1. The Hindi font Kruti Dev-10 will be provided for Hindi typing. 

2. The Candidate is allowed to use his/her own USB based key board, if         desired.  

 

        
      Secretary,   

                                                HP Staff Selection Commission 

                                                                                                         Hamirpur. 

.                                                 Admit Card   

 

8. Roll Number_________________________   

   

9. Name                _________________________ 

 

10. Father’s Name___________________ 

 
11. Permanent Address  __________________ 

 

___________________________________________ 

To be filled at the time of test 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature of Candidate 

________________ 

Signature of Invigilator 

________________ 

Signature of Centre Superintendent. 

_____________________ 

 



EVALUATION SCHEME OF TYPING AND SHORTHAND TESTS 

1. Evaluation  Scheme of Typing Tests 

a) If Time Allotted   = 10 mins. and  

b) Qualifying Speed   = 30 WPM 

c) Penalty for errors  

(i) Errors Admissible =5% of total words typed. 

(ii) Errors over and above admissible errors are penalised @ 10 strokes or 2 words per error. 

d) Formula for calculation of net speed:- 

Net Speed    = Gross Words-Penalty for Errors = WPM 

        Time 

Example (1) 

(i) If Total words Typed        = 316 

(ii) Total mistakes Committed     = 23 

(iii) Mistakes exempted @ 5%  of total words typed = 16 

(iv) Remaining mistakes        = 07 

(v) Penalty for Errors       = 07 X 2 = 14 

Net Speed          = 316 – 14 = 30.2=30WPM 

                                         10 

Example (2) 

(i) If Total words Typed        = 316 

(ii) Total mistakes Committed       = 30 

(iii) Mistakes exempted @ 5% of total words typed    = 16 

(iv) Remaining  mistakes         = 14 

(v) Penalty for Errors        = 14 X 2 = 28 

Net Speed        = 316 –28 = 28.8= 29WPM 

               10 

2. Evalauation Scheme of Stenography (shorthand tests) 

i) Error Admissible= 5% of total words typed. 

ii) For next 10 mistakes, half mark for each mistake to be deducted. 

iii) For remaining other mistakes 1 mark for each mistake to be deducted. 

iv) Qualifying marks = 60% of Maximum marks( as per DGET norms) 

 

Example (1) 

i) If Speed of Dictation/shorthand   = 80 WPM  

ii) Total Words Typed     = 420 

iii) Total Mistakes Committed    = 34 

iv) Mistakes Exempted @5% of total words typed = 21 

v) Remaining Mistakes    = 13 

i.e. If total marks allotted      = 50 

Qualifying marks (60% of maximum marks)   = 30 

Total Mistakes Committed               =  34 



Mistakes exempted @5% of total words typed  = 21 

Remaining mistakes after exemption        = 13 

For remaining 10 mistakes, half mark for each mistake is deducted i.e. 10x1/2=5 

For remaining (13-10=3) other mistakes 1 mark for each mistake is deducted i.e.=3x1=3 

Total marks deducted =5+3=8 

Total marks awarded= 50-8=42 

Qualifying marks= 30 

Result = Qualified 

Example (2) 

i) If Speed of Dictation/shorthand      = 80 WPM  

ii) Total Words Typed        = 420 

iii) Total Mistakes Committed       = 54 

iv) Mistakes Exempted @5% of total words typed    = 21 

v) Remaining Mistakes       = 33 

i.e. If total marks allotted               = 50 

Qualifying marks (60% of maximum marks)       = 30 

Total Mistakes Committed                = 54 

Mistakes exempted @5% of total words typed      = 21 

Remaining mistakes after exemption        = 33 

For remaining 10 mistakes, half mark for each mistake is deducted i.e. 10x1/2=5 
For remaining(33-10=23) other mistakes 1 mark for each mistake is deducted 23x1=23 

Total marks deducted = 5+23=28  

Total marks awarded= 50-28=22 

Qualifying marks= 30 

Result =Not Qualified  

               Sd/- 

      Secretary-cum-Controller  

      of Examinations 

      HP Staff Selection Commission, Hamirpur. 


